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Let F be a finite field with q elements.

By a "partial partition" of F , I understand a set v of sub-
spaces of Fm whose sum is direct. The type of TT

a = (1a(1)2a(2)..)
is defined by a(i) = number of blocks of v of F-dimension i .

Let A={a=(1a(1)2a(2).. );almost all a(i)=0} denote the set of
types. Then gew(a) := E^_i ia(i) = dim^, (E^ V) < m , and

a I := ^7-i a(i) is the number of blocks of w .

In this article, we are concerned with the following counting

problem:

Let v be an arbitrary partial partition of F'". What is the

number of mxm-matrices g with entries in F such that IT is just

the set of eigenspaces of g ?

Since this number depends only on m and on the type a of v , we

denote it by f^(a, m). Obviously f^(cx, m)=0 if |a!>q, because a
1 in

matrix over F has at most q teigenspaces in F'". The other values

of £" are given by their generating function.

Theorem: For any o(=(1a (1) 2a <2) . . ) A with | a | <q and l:=gew(a),

Co f, <»-l+n>E!7n7 ° 7^17T < ^o<'-^">T(i>' -, '- <P'q-l

Here b_(n)=(qn-1) (qn-q).. (q"-q"-1) is the order of the general
linear group of F'",

Y(j)=q-1- E^Q a(l-i) for j=0, 1,.., 1-1 but Y(l)=-:-1, and

e_(z)= E,°°_^ rz T . is the q-exponential function (see [l], p. 29)
(^[ K. ==U t K. J .

( [k]!=tk][k-1].. [1], [k]=(q"-1)/(q-1) ). a
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The main steps in the proof are

(i) to derive an explicit formula for the f_(a, m) (which is

improper to calculations) by M6bius inversion on the lattice

of partial partitions of F

(ii) to calculate the generating function of the f^(oi, m) using
the power series representation of the affine monoid of

multiplicative functions

(compare [2], p. 160. 161).

In the sequel, I examine two special cases.

(1) TT is empty, i. e. a=(1°2°.. )=0:
In this case, f (ra, m) is the number of mxm-matrices over F having
no eigenvalues in F. For brevity, set z^(m) := f_(0, m) .
Applying the theorem yields

w
.n

En=0 zq(n)b^(nT -^(-^)^-1/(1-W) (*)

A similar, but more complicated formula was obtained by
J. P. S. Kung in [5], p. 147, where a vector space analogue of the

Polya cycle index is introduced. From the relation (*) we get a
recursion formula for the z, (in):

z_(0) = 1 and

^(.. D . ,m+1(, m-i>z^. ) - ,^, (-ni^,)^^^^,, .
For instance,

2q(1) =0
z^(2) = ^(q-1)2q2
z (3) = ^(q-1)3q4(q+1)2
Zq(4) = ^(q-1)4q7(q2+q+1)(3q3+4q2+5q+2)

By the recursion formula, we have the following result.

Proposition: z^(m) has the form P^(q)/m!, where P^ is a polynomial
in one variable X with integer coefficients. If m>2, then P. has

rn

the degree m", the divisor (X-1)"'XI" 

and the leading coefficient

m! Em
i=0 i!̂

 ' r(.)
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which is the m-th derangement number. In particular,

lim_ z"(m)/q
m'

= r(m)/m! = lim.
z^("») b_(m)

q-1 q-1

m2 .... . za(m) -ba(m)
Observe that z"(m)/q"' , r(m)/m! and -3-r~/-^--T- can be interpreted

as the probabilities that a mxm-matrix over F has no eigenvalues

in F, that a permutation of m elements leaves no element fixed

resp. that a projektive transformation in the projective space

of F"' has no fixed point.

,m (-1)J
If q=2, then z^ (m)/b^ (m) =?:*. ' T-H-i- . The numbers

i3
Dn<q> ° ln]! I^OHT^

have been studied by A. M. Garsia and J. Remmel in [3] as a

q-analogue of the derangement numbers r(n). For arbitrary q how-

ever, z^(m)/b^(m)*D^(q)/tm]! in general^ e. g. when q=3 and m=2.

Finally, it can be shown that, as q-^-1, z^ (m)/b^ (m) tends to the

co )c « 2
coefficient of w"' in the power series exp (-!;,, _iW^/k") / (1-w) .

Since £^_i r^m wm = exp(-w)/(1-w) , we conclude that in general

z^(m)/b^(m) doesn't converge to r(m)/m! when q->-1 .

(2) TT has only one block V which is of dimension 12:1,

i. e. a=(1°. . l-1°l'll+10. . )=e(l):
In this case, f_(a, m) is the number of linear transformations g

. in
in F"' whose only eigenspace is V. If g has the unique eigenvalue

A p, then g-A id has the unique eigenvalue 0 F and vice versa.

Hence n^(l, m) := f^(e(l), m)/q counts the linear transformations

in F"' with kernel V having no non-zero eigenvalue in F. Using

(1-w)(1-qw).. (1-q

theorem that

1-1
w)eq(-

w

w
n

. ) = e_(- ^-7) , we infer from the
q- I - q q~

e (- 3^)q-'t_V_UEI;
En.O n, <l-l+n'^(n7- ° (,^)^-^^1?»7
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